. Isoforms of human Tau protein. Six isoforms of Tau protein exist in the human central nervous system and are generated by alternative splicing of the MAPT gene. The number of the insert regions in the projection domain (0, 1 or 2) and the presence or absence of the second repeat region in the microtubule-binding domain distinguish them. N or C = N or Cterminus, I = insert, P = proline-rich region, and R = repeat region.
SUPPORTING FIGURES
. Isoforms of human Tau protein. Six isoforms of Tau protein exist in the human central nervous system and are generated by alternative splicing of the MAPT gene. The number of the insert regions in the projection domain (0, 1 or 2) and the presence or absence of the second repeat region in the microtubule-binding domain distinguish them. N or C = N or Cterminus, I = insert, P = proline-rich region, and R = repeat region. Figure S10. NMR signal intensities in 2D 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra of monomeric htau40 (black) and of htau40 in the presence of a 15-fold excess of PcTS and 3 M GuSCN (green). Intensities for all peaks are shown, both isolated and overlapped with other peaks and without 3-residue averaging. Signal intensities in the two spectra were normalized with respect to each other.
